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On the competition stage, Fennel and Auric quickly broke apart.

“Very good! But it’s not enough! If this is all you have, I’ll kill you here today!” Auric said smugly.

It was as if in his opinion, Fennel was doomed to fail. The heroes of the past were nothing more
than history. Fennels’ face was cold and stern as he looked at the haughty Auric. He said,
“You’re very arrogant, and arrogance comes at a price!”

With that said, a red dragon appeared from the halberd and pounced on Auric with a roar.

Auric frowned as he looked at the approaching red dragon. A sharp glint flashed from the corner
of his eyes!

What a strong aura!

He responded quickly. With a flick of the purple chimera spear in his hand, a streak of purple
light slashed at the red dragon. This powerful blow struck down from the sky like a vast ocean!

Boom!

Purple light collided with the red dragon with a burst of raging energy pressure.

After that, a cold red light broke through this terrifying energy and stabbed Auric.

Auric seemed to have been expecting it With an indifferent smile on the corner of his mouth, he
slashed out with the purple spear in his hand. It collided with the red dragon halberd with a loud
clang.

This sound almost deafened everyone. The terrifying energy fluctuations raged immediately!

“As I said, your strength is not enough!” Auric said coldly as a hint of anger flashed in the corner
of his eyes.

Then, he kicked Fennel violently. Fennel retreated and swung the red halberd in his hand,
fighting with Auric. Every blow was accompanied by earth-shattering energy fluctuations.

All the spectators were dumbfounded!

“This guy is too strong. Who exactly is this Fennel Leigh? Have you heard of him?”

“I don’t know. A king who suddenly appeared out of nowhere could actually fight on par with
Auric Singer.”



“Look carefully, it’s a red dragon. If I remember correctly, there was a Red Dragon King in the
country a few years ago, but I heard that he betrayed the Nonagon.”

For a time, more news circulated about the red dragon kingship holder. The spectators also
learned about the Red Dragon King from various news. On the high stands, the patriarchs of the
North and South disciple families also discussed it.

“It’s him! Red Dragon King Fennel Leigh!”

“I never expected him to return after so many years!”

“Back then, the Red Dragon King shot to fame in one battle and made a scene at the Nonagon.
His strength is extraordinary! In this match, I think Auric is in danger.”

Memories of the past were still deeply etched in the minds of these patriarchs.

“Hehe, everyone is exaggerating. He’s an outdated king who has left the country for many
years. How could he be a match for Auric?” Among them, some patriarchs belittled Fennel.

“You probably don’t know Fennel. His combat power is definitely not what you see now,”
Another patriarch said.

“Let’s see how amazing he is!”

At this moment, a change came over the battle on stage. Fennel fell from the sky and smashed
the red halberd on Auric. Auric raised the purple spear in his hand to block the attack above his
head.

However, he was too late!

Clang!

With a crisp clang, dazzling energy fluctuations exploded!

Auric’s figure was smashed down heavily!

Boom!
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The spectators stood up when the explosion happened.



Auric Singer was sent crashing heavily to the ground, the impact forming a deep pit. The entire
stage cracked once again like a spider web.

Hiss!

Everyone gasped.

Fennel's eyes were bloodshot, and his body blazed with red energy as he hovered in the air. He
held a red halberd, and a long majestic red dragon formed behind him.

Everyone was shocked by this scene!

Auric lost? He was a king! He was beaten down just like that?

The patriarchs who were mocking Fennel just now scowled. This was too embarrassing.

Ernest's heart also twitched as he felt restless and wanted to stand up.

However, Stanley said blandly, "Don't worry, it's not so easy for a king to lose. This is just a
small victory."

Sure enough, after Stanley said that, a figure glowing with purple energy jumped out from the
deep pit and landed steadily on stage.

The crowd boiled!

Those ardent women were particularly excited to see Auric standing intact on stage.

Auric lightly brushed off the dust on his body and raised his eyebrows to look at Fennel who also
landed on the ground. He said with a sneer, "You're much more powerful than I thought."

Fennel swung the red dragon halberd in his hand, and sparks flew. He pointed the halberd at
Auric and said, "Are you ready to die?"

Auric laughed coldly and said, "Arrogance! You're just a traitor. What can you do to defeat me?!"

With that said, Auric charged forward in close combat!

Every fist was to the flesh, and every punch collided. They all burst with terrifying energy
fluctuations.

Boom!

Bang!



Auric's punch landed heavily on Fennel's left shoulder. Fennel's kick also landed on Auric's
waist!

Boom!

The two of them were sent flying several meters away, leaving a long ditch on the ground.

Auric wiped the blood that spilled from the corner of his mouth and looked at Fennel, who was
also injured.

He said, "As expected of a king from the fifth zone. However, if this is all you have, you won't
have any chance of winning!"

Fennel smiled lightly and said, "You can try."

Bang!

With that said, the two fought again!

Auric rushed out like an arrow with raging energy pressure on his right fist that weighed a ton
and punched Fennel. It was very quick and powerful!

Boom!

Fennel had no time to dodge and could only cross his arms in front of him to block this attack!

Thud, thud!

Fennel staggered back several steps before he stopped. Judging from the energy fluctuations
emitted by the punch just now, it had reached the early stage of the kingship power in the sixth
zone!

As Auric's punch sent Fennel staggering back, bursts of cheers came from the crowd!

"Auric Singer!"

"Go, Auric! Beat Fennel Leigh! Win the match!"

Swish!
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Huff!

Fennel flexed his arm, which felt a little numb. “Hehe, interesting…”

Auric retracted his fist and said with a chuckle, “You’re the only one who can resist my punch
without a change in expression. The Red Dragon King is indeed worthy of being the person who
caused a big commotion in the Nonagon back then.”

Auric sneered and said, “However, how many punches can you take?”

With that said, Auric disappeared from the spot. With a nimble movement, he jumped into the air
and threw a cross punch with both fists that surged with energy pressure. Only a kingship holder
could display such speed and power in a punch.

Every punch was enough to destroy a city!

Seeing this scene, the heads of the disciple families on the high stands were amazed. Some
disciples were even more alarmed.

Was this the power of a king?

With such a fast punching speed and force, they could not dodge it at all. They would be
hammered!

Fennel frowned slightly and crossed his arms when loud bangs resounded. Fennel blocked
Auric’s every punch, and his body staggered back under the fierce attack.

Bang!

Fennel was forced to retreat to the edge of the stage. A floor file was smashed with one foot
before he steadied himself. However, the battle-spirited Auric did not intend to stop at all. He
jumped into the air again and threw a punch that dazzled with purple energy at Fennel!

This powerful punch was infused with Auric’s energy.

All the patriarchs of the disciple families present immediately saw the situation clearly.

Faced with this blow, Fennel had no chance to dodge at all. He could only retreat or face the
attack head-on. As Fennel was standing at the edge of the stage, retreat meant losing!

“Haha! I think this King Fennel Leigh is just so-so, nothing to be feared.”

“Yeah, he’s being beaten by Auric with no chance of fighting back at all.”



“His fame is nothing but empty talk!”

The heads of Northern disciple families mocked Fennel at this moment. However, a sudden
change happened on stage!

Thud!

With no retreat, Fennel suddenly took a step forward. He put his fists in front of him while
blazing red energy surged on his body and gathered on his fists!

“Dragon Fist!”

An angry shout resounded throughout the venue. Fennel punched out suddenly, and the
dazzling red energy formed two red dragon heads. The place where he stood was instantly
wrapped in red airwaves and formed a vortex!

Bang, bang, bang!

Colliding fists rang incessantly throughout the venue like firecrackers and shocked the
audience.

Boom!

Abruptly, Fennel’s explosive Dragon Fist sent Auric staggering back and beat him down.
Immediately after, his punch sent Auric flying.

Low dragon roars were also heard on stage!

Thud!

Auric flew out and staggered dozens of meters back before he steadied himself. His fists were
also scorched black and bloody by the red airwaves. A hint of shock flashed in his eyes by the
intense pain.

His fists had reached the force of 50 tons. However, the Dragon Fist displayed by Fennel
surpassed his punches!

“Have you entered the sixth zone of kingship?” Auric asked in horror.

Fennel said calmly, “I entered just now.”
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Hearing that, Auric’s expression changed rapidly. He said gravely, “Impossible! The strength you
displayed isn’t the early stage of the sixth zone of kingship at all!”

Fennel scoffed. “Who told you I was in the early stage?”

What?! Not the early stage?

Auric was startled.

The audience in the stands and the patriarchs of the Northern disciple families on the high
stands were equally stunned when they saw Auric being forced to retreat.

Fennel Leigh was actually a king in the sixth zone!

Dragon Fist? Too strong!

“How could this Fennel Leigh be a king in the sixth zone?”

“I don’t know. The situation doesn’t look good.”

Swish!

On stage, Fennel took one step forward. The red dragon halberd appeared in his hand again.
Then, he poured the energy rules into the halberd, jumped up, and swung the halberd at Auric!

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!

Every strike produced a crescent streak of light and faint dragon roars!

Auric was shocked when he saw this and quickly took a defensive posture. He spread his arms
and formed a purple light barrier in front of him. At the same time, the purple chimera spear
appeared in Auric’s hand and attacked with sparks!

Boom!

In an instant, the crescent streak of light struck out by Fennel collided with the sparks thrown by
Auric and formed a terrifying wave of energy.

The entire void shook constantly as if it was about to shatter!

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh!

On stage, Fennel’s red halberd kept flinging red streaks of light at Auric from different angles.



Auric, who had just stabilized himself, quickly used his spear to counter the attacks with a rapid
change of expression.

Boom! Bang!

The spear collided with the red lights that attacked from different directions, which caused
Auric’s arms to tremble violently. He felt pain as if his muscles were torn. He had no time to grit
his teeth because Fennel’s red halberd drew a 90-degree arc from bottom to top with the form of
a dragon on Auric’s chin!

Swoosh!

Auric was sent flying by that powerful force. He crashed to the ground, spitting a mouthful of
blood.

“D-Damn it!”

Auric wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and stood up, his face dark. He never
thought that he would be beaten by the opponent with no chance to fight back at all. He was
constantly on passive defense.

On the high stands, the faces of Ernest and Stanley were extremely dark.

“Young Master Berry, if this goes on, I’m afraid Young Master Singer will lose,” Ernest said.

Stanley scowled, and his slender fingers kept tapping on the coffee table. He said, “Let’s wait
and see.”

Stanley thought that Auric was bound to win, but now, it seemed that Fennel had grown a lot.

His strength had reached the middle stage of the sixth zone of kingship!

On stage, Auric’s face was gloomy and cold. The anger in his eyes was enough to engulf the
entire venue. He was a king, but now, he was a clown who was beaten until he could not fight
back.

This was a humiliation!

After some adjustment, Auric took the initiative to attack. His purple chimera spear technique
was significantly faster than before. More than a dozen purple sparks appeared at once, and the
energy fluctuations were quite explosive.

At the same time, Auric roared, “Fennel Leigh, do you want to know if your sister is still alive?”
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This roar resounded across the stage, and Fennel‘s attack was briefly flawed because of Auric’s
words.

Auric seized this flaw, and the purple chimera spear in his hand shone brightly with a terrifying
spear technique that engulfed Fennel in a stream of purple light.

Clang!

Crisp metallic collisions resounded throughout the venue!

Due to the brief flaw, Auric exerted a tremendous amount of pressure on Fennel and rendered
him into a passive state. In just a few seconds, dozens of blows were exchanged between the
two.

Swish!

The two stepped back four or five meters and looked at each other intently.

Fennel looked a little wretched with many wounds left by the purple chimera spear on his body.
His arms were also numb from the spear’s attack. It took him a long time to recover.

“What did you just say? My sister is still alive?” Fennel’s eyes flickered as he stared fixedly at
Auric.

How was this possible?

Back then, he carried the coffin on his back while he battled the Nonagon. How could she be
alive?

Auric sneered maliciously and said, “Hehe, after all this while, your sister is still your weakness.
If you want to know whether she’s still alive, defeat me!”

Swish!

Hearing that, the red dragon halberd in Fennel’s hand glowed brightly as he pointed it at Auric
and shouted solemnly, “You only have two choices. One is to die, and the other is to tell me!”

“Hahaha!” Auric laughed and said, “The third choice is that I kill you!”

With that said, the two fought again.



Seeing the fierce battle, the audience discussed.

“It seems that the winner won’t emerge so quickly.”

“It’s unbelievable. Fennel Leigh is actually so strong!”

“He’s the former kingship holder, after all. I heard that he kicked up a big fuss in the Nonagon.
His strength should not be underestimated!”

Swish!

Fennel jumped into the air and swung the red halberd down on Auric on the ground. He
shouted, “Dragon Slash!”

In an instant, several red dragon-shaped lights hovered above Auric’s head. They blocked his
retreat from all directions. Auric was terrified and quickly used his technique to flee everywhere
like a mouse, dodging the slashes above his head.

The tiles on the stage shattered from the blows!

The crowd watched as the red dragon lights blasted the entire stage from all angles.

On the high stands, the faces of Ernest and Stanley also became very ugly. If this level of attack
was not limited by the eight boulders around the venue, it would be enough to destroy a city.
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Auric tried his best to dodge past the rapid red dragon-shaped lights, but the indiscriminate
attack finally caused Auric to suffer two cuts on his back and left arm!

Bang!

Auric was sent flying and fell with a thud onto the crumbling stage. He lay on his back and
looked up at the red light that stabbed straight at his neck.

The audience gasped.

Was Auric going to lose like this?

At the critical juncture, Auric roared, “Your sister is not dead! I know where she is!”

Clang!



That red light suddenly stopped half an inch away from Auric’s neck with monstrous killing intent
and chill.

Fennel stood in front of Auric, pointed the red halberd at his neck, and said, “Speak!”

Auric’s forehead was covered in a cold sweat. He took a deep breath and said with a sneer, “If
you want to know, you have to admit defeat.”

Hearing that, Fennel frowned and fell silent.

“I can lose this match, but if you lie to me, I’ll kill you!” Fennel said coldly.

Auric said, “I’m telling the truth. The corpse in the coffin you carried back then might not be your
sister’s because when we cleaned the battlefield, we didn’t find your sister‘s body. To deal with
some things, we randomly found a corpse and closed the coffin. As far as I know, your sister
should be in Mystic City…”

“Argh!”

Before Auric could finish his words, Fennel’s red dragon halberd pierced his right shoulder.
Fennel said coldly, “This is the price of the competition!”

After saying this, Fennel turned around and walked off the competition stage in style. He had
gotten what he wanted.

On stage, Auric was in a miserable state. His right shoulder was penetrated by the red dragon
halberd, and his left shoulder was cut.

Although the host did not know what happened on stage, he still shouted, “The winner of the
sixth round is Auric Singer of the North!”

However, no cheers came from the audience. Everyone wondered why Fennel conceded defeat
at the last moment.

On the high stands, Fennel returned and looked at Philip.

Philip asked, “What happened?”

Fennel replied, “He knows my sister’s whereabouts.”

Hearing that, Philip was surprised and said, “Your sister is still alive?”

Fennel nodded and said, “If he didn’t lie to me.”



Philip nodded, patted Femiel on the shoulder, and said, “Good job.”

Fennel said, “Don’t you blame me? I lost the match.”

Philip smiled and said, “It’s fine. It’s just one match. Let me take care of the rest.”

Fennel grinned.

On the other hand, the faces of Ernest and Stanley were very ugly. Although they won, it was
not honorable.

Stanley and the others looked at Philip and Fennel. He got up and said, “l’m sorry, I won a
match.”

Philip smiled and said, “I’ll give you one match. Otherwise, it’d look bad on you.”

Hearing this, Stanley’s mouth twitched as a chill flashed in his eyes.

Soon, the seventh match started.

As the people arranged by Ernest took the reagent that greatly increased their potential, the
South was defeated by a narrow margin.

In the seventh match, the North won.

In the eighth match, the North won.

In the ninth match, the North still won.

Ernest jumped up on the high stands excitedly and shouted to Philip, “Young Patriarch Clarke,
I’m sorry, we won four matches in a row. This is the last match, and I’m afraid we’ll be taking it
too.”

The last match was naturally Philip Clarke versus Stanley Berry.

Stanley got up, stood with his hands behind his back, and invited Philip, “Young Patriarch
Clarke, please go ahead.”

Philip got up calmly and walked down the stands.

The host stepped on the ruined stage. He roared, “Ladies and gentlemen, the last match is
about to start. Philip Clarke of the South against Stanley Berry of the North! This is the match
point! If the North wins, the competition this year will be a draw and there’ll be one extra match!



If the South wins, this competition will end with the South as the winner! Let us welcome the last
match with the warmest applause and loudest cheers!”

“The tenth round begins!”
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At the host’s announcement, the audience boiled. Shouts could be heard one after another!

The last match was also the most interesting in this year’s North-South Disciple Competition.
Moreover, it would determine the final outcome. Even the bets outside had reached one billion!

Everyone placed bets like crazy. Of course, most of them bought Stanley Berry to win because
Philip’ s odds were too high. His odds had reached one to 15!

If he won against all odds, those who bet on Philip to win would definitely make a fortune. At this
moment, the betting area on the outside was packed with people, and every area was full.

“Hey, hurry up and place your bets! How much did you buy?”

“Of course, I’m betting on Stanley to win! The odds are one to 15. It’s obvious at one glance.”

“I bet 20 million!”

The scene was lively, and there was even a fight over who would win.

At this moment, a mangy man was smoking a cigarette in a betting area. He collected the
deposit from a bettor, and his face was full of joy at the thought of making a lot of money.

“Hey, you only bet a million. Add more,” the mangy man said.

At this moment, a tall and sexy figure walked through the crowd and came to the front. She
stretched out a slender hand and said indifferently, “I bet 100 million for Philip Clarke to win.”

Thump!

Instantly, the mangy man fell from his chair. He got up with great difficulty and looked up at the
woman in front of him. She had delicate facial features and the beauty of an angel. Moreover,
her body was well-proportioned. She looked cold and aloof in her long white dress.

The bettors around were attracted by the commotion and turned to look.

The mangy man had a discerning eye and could tell at a glance that the woman in front of him
was definitely from a big family. This innate poise was not something an ordinary person could
have.



Thus, he quickly said flatteringly, “Respectable lady, are you sure you want to bet 100 million on
Philip Clarke to win? Just look at the odds. They’re one to 15. This guy has no chance or hope
of winning. Why don’t you change it? How about betting on Stanley Berry to win?”

“I said to bet on Philip Clarke 100 million to win!” The woman said coldly.

The mangy man wanted to say more but was stopped by the other party’s glare. He quickly
made a record and respectfully handed the betting note to the other party.

The woman took the note, turned coldly, and left.

After she left, a burst of discussion exploded here.

“Dang, who is that rich woman? She bet 100 million?”

“Is she taking a gamble? The odds are one to 15.”

“I’m also betting on Philip Clarke to win, five million!”
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“And me, 10 million!”

In an instant, many people clamored to bet on Philip to win. However, they were still the
minority, 70 percent of the people had chosen to bet on Stanley to win.

On this side, the woman in the white dress left the betting area and came to a black Bentley
parked on the roadside. As soon as she got in the car, she said angrily, “Young Miss, why did
you bet on Philip Clarke to win? The man said that the odds are one to 15. This 100 million will
go down the drain.”

In the car, there was a quiet woman in a light blue dress quietly looking at a book in her hand.
She had a beautiful face and a pair of twinkling big eyes. She smiled slightly with two dimples at
the corners of her mouth. She said, “Lilo, I believe in him.”

If Philip were here, he would definitely be excited at the sight of this face!

Hannah Clarke!

Hannah closed the book, glanced at the noisy crowd outside the car window, and said, “Is there
a way for me to go in? I want to watch.”



Lilo’s beautiful brows twitched and said, “Young Miss, do you really want to go in? We snuck out
without informing the lord this time. If he finds out, I’ll be punished again.”

Hannah smiled and said, “It’s fine. If he wants to blame someone, I’ll take responsibility.”

Lilo thought about it and said, “Okay then. I’ll make arrangements.”

With that said, Lilo got out of the car.

Five minutes later, Lilo returned and said unhappily, “Young Miss, are you sure you want to go in
and watch?”

Hannah looked at Lilo and knew that she had done it. She got out of the car and said, “Let’s go.”

Lilo had no choice but to look at the four bodyguards next to the car. The four bodyguards
immediately followed the two. These four people were first-class experts. Despite their sullen
appearance, they were very powerful.

Soon, Hannah and Lilo arrived at the high stands of the venue through a green passage. As the
audience in the venue was very enthusiastic at this moment, few people paid attention to
Hannah and Lilo. Moreover, they wore sunglasses and sun hats.

After Hannah took her seat, her eyes fell on the stage.

At this moment, Philip and Stanley stood facing each other on stage. Stanley was indifferent as
he looked at Philip in front of him and said with a small smile, “Young Patriarch Clarke, I didn’t
expect that we’d stand on opposite sides. Actually, I really want to befriends with you. We can
also work together.”

However, Philip sneered and said, “Young Master Berry, do you want to cooperate with me that
much?”

Stanley said, “Of course. If you and I join forces, the world will be in our hands sooner or later.
Why not do it?”

Hearing that, Philip nodded and said, “What if I refuse?”

Stanley seemed to have anticipated it. He shook his head and said with a sigh, “Young Patriarch
Clarke, it seems that you still don’t understand. The world has changed, and the future of this
world is bound to be fragmented. If we don’t cooperate, it’d be difficult to achieve our objective.
If you take a closer look, you’ll find that the country is facing danger from all sides. Without the
continuous support of the Nonagon, the country would’ve been destroyed long ago.”



“The Clarke family has the power we want. The Berry family doesn’t want to go against the
Clarke family. If we work together, we can surely usher in a brighter future. Young Patriarch
Clarke, are you sure you don’t want to think about it?”

Philip shrugged and stood with his hands behind his back. He looked up at the blue sky and
said, “The Berry family can never be my friend. Not now, not later.”

Hearing this, Stanley exhaled, and his last hope disappeared. He said, “In that case, there’s no
need for the Clarke family to remain in this world. The Berry family can totally replace the Clarke
family and lead the families of the future.”

“Let’s see if you have the ability, then,” Philip said coldly as a vehement look flashed in the
corner of his eyes.
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A strong gust of wind swept through the venue.

This atmosphere weighed so heavily on everyone’s hearts that they felt flustered and gulped
nervously.

“What a strong aura! I’ve never felt anything like this before!”

On the high stands, many patriarchs of the disciple families also widened their eyes at this
moment and focused their attention on the two contestants on stage.

“This is a little scary. Judging from the aura of these two, they are no less than the disciples of
the sixth zone.”

“Young Master Berry is undeniably a kingship holder of the sixth zone. To resist his aura, Mr.
Clarke seems to be no weaker than Young Master Berry.”

“This match is going to be amazing, and the outcome is difficult to predict.”

Many people started to discuss it.

Ernest’s face darkened. He looked at the two standing on the dilapidated platform and asked his
subordinate behind him, “How are the preparations going?”

The subordinate immediately replied, “Villa Master, everything is ready and waiting for your
command.”

Hearing this, Ernest nodded, glanced sideways at Leon, and replied, “Okay, let’s wait and see.”



On this side, a subordinate walked up to Leon quickly and whispered, “Villa Master Jefferson,
we lost contact with one team in town.”

Hearing that, Leon frowned, looked at Ernest, and said, “Make arrangements for our people to
surround this place. If anything happens, we have to protect the safety of Young Patriarch
Clarke and the others at all costs!”

“Yes!” The subordinate left the high stands.

Leon frowned, turned his head to look at Philip and Stanley on stage, and said inwardly, ‘Young
Patriarch Clarke, we’re counting on you…’

On the competition stage, Philip and Stanley had not made a move yet. Just their auras alone
had suppressed the air around them.

Everyone waited for them to take action.

Boom!

They moved!

Stanley was the first to take action and rushed at Philip like an arrow. The tiles under his feet
shattered due to the explosive force and even left two deep footprints. Stanley squeezed his
right fist that was shrouded in a layer of light blue energy substance and threw a punch at Philip.

This punch shocked everyone!

50 tons of power!

Stanley instantly displayed strong combat power and suppression. Philip’s eyes twitched, but he
did not back down. He also stomped on the ground and threw a punch with a fiery wave of air at
Stanley.

Low growls from a chimera could be vaguely heard!

Boom!

Two punches collided!

Terrifying energy fluctuations spread out with the two as the center. They jumped apart after one
attack. However, this strike had already filled everyone with amazement.

Too domineering! Too powerful!



The punch displayed by the two weighed 50 tons. An ordinary disciple would already be
reduced to ashes!
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“You do have what it takes,” After his retreat, Stanley commented mildly.

Philip also said, “Right back at you.”

With that said, the two fought again. The stage was full of shadows of the two that threw
punches and kicks with surging energy force.

In an instant, the center stage was filled with scorching red flames and light green lights. The
two fought fiercely, while the audience boiled with excitement. Every blow was pleasing to the
eye and extremely domineering.

Everyone was attracted by the gorgeous battle scenes between Philip and Stanley.

“Chimera!” Philip roared and raised his right arm.

Suddenly, his entire arm was enveloped by the red flames. In the sky, a huge flame suddenly
turned into a roaring chimera with scorching airwaves that rushed toward Stanley.

Everyone exclaimed in amazement at this attack.

“What a powerful blow! Mr. Clarke is incredible!”

“Chimera! Can Young Master Berry resist this blow?”

Stanley frowned and stared intently at the roaring fiery chimera approaching him. The roars of
the chimera and the ferocious look magnified in his eyes. He felt the scorching airwaves in the
air that was enough to melt steel.

“Green fox!” Stanley staggered back with a roar and pushed out with his hands.

Buzz!

A green barrier suddenly appeared in the air with the silhouette of a green fox on top.

Boom!

The flame chimera roared angrily and crashed into the green fox barrier. In an instant, the
monstrous flames blazed and forced Stanley to stagger back dozens of steps before he



steadied himself. However, when the flames disappeared, a rotating figure descended from the
air and struck Stanley with a sideways kick.

Philip’s right leg which was covered with a layer of flame chimera scales and gold armor kicked
down vertically.

The kick was at least 75 tons of force. It had reached the peak of the early stage of the sixth
zone!

Boom!

Stanley could not dodge in time. He raised his fists and formed a green fox barrier to resist the
blow from the sky. As a result, Philip’s attack landed vertically on the green fox barrier,
shattering the barrier into pieces. However, Philip’s attack continued unabated. Stanley could
only resist with his arms.

Boom!

The floor crumbled. Stanley was sent crashing to the ground!

The entire floor cracked with a huge pit in the center. Stanley was kicked into a big pit. Philip’s
kick hit the mark, and his body spun in the air before he retreated and landed smoothly.

The whole place went silent. Everyone forgot to cheer!

Too amazing!

It was a sight they could not imagine. It had only been five minutes since the match started and
the fight was already like this. Moreover, many people could tell that the two contestants had not
exerted their full strength at all!

“Stanley Berry lost?”

“Philip Clarke is too strong!”

“Impossible! How could Stanley Berry lose?!”

While everyone argued, a figure jumped out from the deep pit in the middle of the stage.
Surging green energy waves flooded all over his body. In the next second, Stanley inclined
close to the ground and rushed at Philip in a green streak of light!

Bang, boom!

Instantly, the two fought at the speed of lightning.



The spectators with lower ability could not even see what was happening.

Boom!

A figure shrouded in flames was suddenly hit by a green fist and was sent flying. He crashed to
the ground and rolled out.

The audience boiled!

Stanley’s attack hit the mark. He stood on the spot panting for breath and looked at the flaming
figure lying on the ground dozens of meters away with a faint sneer at the corner of his mouth.

On the stands, Hannah stood up nervously and clenched her fists tightly, her eyes full of worry.

‘Phil, get up! You must win!
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There were constant shouts in the audience, and most people cheered for Stanley’s defeat of
Philip.

The disciples of the South and some family heads looked worried and gloomy. They stared
nervously at Philip who was lying on the stage. Everyone’s hearts tightened.

Stanley’s blow just now was too fast and too strong.

Leon stood up immediately with his fists clenched. His face was full of tension, and a cold sweat
broke out from his forehead. On the other hand, Ethan, Fennel, and the others were extremely
calm

Ethan even put his hands behind his head, sat leisurely, and said, “Villa Master Jefferson, don’t
worry. My brother won’t lose so easily.”

After he said that, the family heads of the North on the other side mocked. “Hehe, he can’t even
stand up. How can he not lose?”

“No matter how powerful he is, how can he be a match for Young Master Berry? Hurry up and
admit defeat. Otherwise, he won’t even know how he died later.”

“Haha, as expected Young Master Berry. Among his peers, no one can surpass him.”



Hearing this, Ethan’s face was slightly cold. He turned his head to one side, raised his chin, and
said, “Hey, what’s your name?”

The slender old man with a hooked nose smiled disdainfully and said, “I’m Howie Stark, the
head of the Stark family.”

Ethan nodded and said, “Very good. I’ll remember you.”

Howie Stark smiled coldly and said, “Pooh, is a boy like you going to teach me a lesson?”

Ethan glanced at Howie blankly, took out his mobile phone, dialed a number, and said coldly,
“Use my limit of authority and check whether there’s any evidence of corruption or illegal
dealings in the Stark family of Beechwood City. If there is, let them disappear from Beechwood
City!”

Hiss!

Hearing this, everyone felt a chill up their spines. Just a phone call and a family in Beechwood
City would disappear?

That was too much.

Howie sneered and said, “Little boy, your way of bragging is too pretentious. Do you want to get
rid of the Stark family with just one call? That’s over the top.”

However, Ethan was indifferent. He shook his propped leg, put his hands behind his head, and
said, “I’ll give you three minutes to kneel and admit your mistake. If I’m satisfied, I may let you
live.”

“Arrogant brat!” Howie shouted angrily, stood up, and pointed at Ethan.

Leon quickly said, “Young Master Clarke, this is the arena. It’s better not to cause trouble.”

Ethan said indifferently, “I just want to make an example out of him. They’re a bunch of ignorant
fools. Humiliating my brother is humiliating my Clarke family!”

Then, Ethan said, “You still have two minutes.”

“Hmph! ” Howie snorted coldly and said, “I’ll wait two minutes. Let’s see how you can deal with
my Stark family!”

Soon, two minutes passed.
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Howie laughed and said, “Haha, brat, three minutes is up, so why am I still sitting here in one
piece? Young man, don’t brag if you don’t have what it takes…”

But, before Howie finished speaking, a subordinate ran from the stairs behind him and shouted,
“Patriarch, something has happened! We just received a call that the house has been seized! A
team of investigators has shown up!”

“What?!”

Hearing that, Howie jumped up in agitation and asked, “What are you talking about? Who dares
to investigate the Stark family?”

The subordinate quickly said, “Patriarch, I’m not sure either. According to the news, the second
master and the young master as well as all the members of the Stark family have been taken
away. All the businesses under the Stark family have been ordered to suspend operations due
to pending investigation! All the stocks and some properties under your name have also been
frozen!”

Boom!

These words struck Howie like a thunderbolt!

Howie staggered and nearly fell from the high stands. He said in shock, “How did this happen?
Impossible!”

At this time, Ethan said indifferently, “Patriarch Stark, do you want to change your name? Maybe
I can let you go then.”

Hearing this, Howie immediately turned around. He stared at Ethan in shock and resentment,
then roared, “Is it you? Did you do this?”

Ethan shrugged and admitted, “Yes, I did it.”

Hearing this, Howie was furious but dared not do anything.

The other party could do this to the Stark family with just one phone call, which was enough to
show that the strength behind Ethan Clarke was not simple. Hence, Howie looked at Ernest and
said, “Villa Master Turner, you have to save the Stark family. I…”

However, Ernest frowned and said, “Patriarch Stark, blame it on your mouth. Since you messed
up, find a way to solve it yourself.”



He was washing his hands off this matter. Ernest knew Ethan’s identity very well. The second
young master of the Clarke family was no small fry. He did not want to have other conflicts with
the Clarke family right now. Otherwise, if the Clarke family got angry, Ernest would go to hell
with just one word from them.

Howie never expected Ernest to abandon him. In desperation, he knelt in front of Ethan with a
thud and said, “Y-Young Master Clarke, I’m sorry. I said something I shouldn’t have said. Please
spare me and the Stark family. I was wrong!”

With that said, Howie bowed in apology.

The commotion here also caught the attention of the nearby spectators who started talking
about it.

“Gosh, isn’t that Howie Stark, the head of the Stark family? Why is he kneeling in front of Ethan
Clarke?”

“Unbelievable! It seems that Ethan Clarke is not a simple person. Even Howie has to kneel
before him.”

On the other side of the high stands, Hannah looked in Ethan’s direction and said with a smile,
“Ethan is still so playful.”

Lilo took a glance, crossed her arms, and said angrily, “Hmph! He’s just a wealthy young master
who relies on his family’s wealth and power. I hate this kind of person the most!”

Hannah smiled and said, “ Lilo, I think you and Ethan are a good match.”

Hearing that, Lilo jumped in anger.

On this side, everyone’s eyes returned to the competition stage because Philip had already
stood up at this moment.

On this side, everyone’s eyes returned to the competition stage because Philip had already
stood up at this moment. He brushed his chest, looked at Stanley coldly, and suddenly asked,
“Back then, did my mother’s incident have anything to do with the Nonagon and your Berry
family?”

Hearing this, Stanley frowned with a trace of fear in his heart.

He thought of the taboo of the Berry family and said, “I don’t know what you’re talking about. If
you want to know something, let’s talk after you defeat me!”

Hearing this, Philip frowned and said with a sigh, “In that case, let’s fight!”
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In an instant, two energy storms swept over the audience like hurricanes!

Philip stomped on the floor and jumped into the air. He stretched his right arm and a bright white
lightsaber appeared in his palm. He held the sword in front of him in his right hand and caressed
the blade with his left hand.

Buzz!

A sword shrill rang. Great Swordsmanship!

This was the ultimate swordsmanship power of rules in Philip’s hand. The world lost all color,
and a silhouette of a giant lightsaber appeared behind Philip. This giant lightsaber was dozens
of meters high and shrouded the entire venue with peerless sword energy.

Everyone was shocked by the sword energy displayed by Philip!

“The rules of swordsmanship! He actually mastered the rules of swordsmanship!”

“It’s amazing! He actually knows this kind of special power of rules!”

“We’re only familiar with the power of the five attributes, while a kingship holder can inspire a
special power of rules. In that case, he’s a king?”

For a while, the stands were full of discussions. On the high stands, when Ernest saw Philip
being surrounded by dozens of white sword energy above the stage, a stern look and worry
flashed in the corner of his eyes.

This rule of swordsmanship was something Ernest was familiar with. The kingship of the Dunley
family!

Why would Philip have it?

On stage, Philip was surrounded by dozens of white sword energy, each with a sword intent that
could destroy everything.

Seeing this, Stanley frowned as a hint of caution crossed his face. ‘This guy’s rule of
swordsmanship is so strong!’

Stanley frowned and looked up at Philip in the air when he saw the opponent slashing down
with his sword. At the same time, a sword shrill was heard!



“Sword Slash!” Philip shouted angrily, and the white sword energy in his hand slashed Stanley.

The dozens of white sword energy around him also buzzed at the same time and quickly
slashed at Stanley. In the air, dozens of white sword energy merged into one and slashed at
Stanley. The surrounding gravel and floor tiles also shattered due to the sword energy.

Clang!

The entire area was abuzz with sword shrills!

Stanley staggered back, and the green energy on his body surged. He stretched out his hands
in a claw-like grip and tore the void in front of him violently.

Suddenly!

Kekeke!

The muffled roar of a beast resounded throughout the venue.
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The phantom of a huge green fox suddenly jumped out of the torn space in front of Stanley. Its
four sharp claws smashed on the ground, and rubble flew everywhere. This huge green fox was
more than ten meters long and three meters tall with a huge green tail. There was also a mark
of a white lotus leaf between the fox’s eyebrows.

Everyone was shocked at the appearance of the green fox. Moreover, the beastly aura and
raging energy pressure radiating from it could not be underestimated.

That green fox with orange eyes roared and stared at Philip, who was slashing away in the air.
Then, it crouched down and jumped up. It raised its sharp front claws and slapped the incoming
white lightsabers!

Clang!

In an instant, the approaching white lightsabers were shattered by the green fox’s claws and
scattered all over the venue.

Boom!

Some unlucky spectators failed to avoid the fragmented lightsabers and were pierced and
seriously injured.



The guards quickly took action and carried the injured people away. Fortunately, the eight
boulders at the venue had absorbed some of the power. Otherwise, these unlucky people would
have definitely died.

After the green fox smashed the lightsaber with one paw, it fell to the ground, lowered its head,
and bared its teeth with a low roar at Philip.

Philip had already landed with the lightsaber in his right hand. It was ready to pounce at Philip
and rip him into pieces. Philip held the sword with a frown and looked at the huge green fox in
front of him. He felt something unusual from it!

At this moment, Stanley stepped forward and stood next to the green fox. He stretched out his
hand and stroked the fox’s head. The fox narrowed its eyes in enjoyment.

“Philip, I have to admit that you have some skills, but if that’s all you have, you can’t beat me
today,” Stanley said lightly with a confident look in his eyes.

The white lightsaber in Philip’s dazzled brightly as he pointed it at Stanley and said, “I can say
the same for you as well.”

Buzz!

With that said, Philip lowered his body and rushed at Stanley while he slashed out several
sword energies with the white lightsaber in his hand These sword energies were shrouded by
fiery airwaves. The rules of swordsmanship merged with the fire attribute!

Seeing this, a chill flashed in the comer of Stanley’s eyes. He patted the fox lightly with his hand
and said with a sneer, “He’s your dinner. Enjoy it!”

The fox seemed to understand Stanley’s words and pounced on Philip with a roar. Its sharp front
claws slashed Philip in a streak of green light!

Philip slashed out with his sword. Two flaming red sword energies met the green claws!

Boom!

The two broke apart after one hit. However, as the fox retreated, its huge green tail swept
toward Philip with a strong gust of wind. Like a steel whip, the tail was forceful and heavy. The
energy wave shattered a layer of floor tiles.

Bang!

A muffled noise.



Philip was swept by the huge green tail dozens of meters away and rolled heavily to the ground.
The green fox snickered smugly and walked around Stanley as if trying to please him.

Stanley looked at Philip who fell to the ground and said with a chuckle, “Philip, stop struggling.
You’re not a match for me! Although you already have the strength of the kingship in the sixth
zone, you still have a long way to go. Your foundation is unstable and you have insufficient
experience. If we continue, you’ll only lose. You should just admit defeat.”

Philip got up from the ground in a wretched state. The blow from the green fox almost broke
Philip’s waist.

On the high stands, Leon and the others were worried about Philip.

Hannah sat in the corner with eyes full of worry and asked nervously, “Lilo, do you think my
brother will lose?”

Lilo looked impatient as she glanced at Philip who slowly stood up on stage. She said, “Young
Miss, let’s stop watching. How can he be a match for Stanley Berry? Let’s go. If we don’t go
now, the lord will kill me if your whereabouts are revealed.”

Hannah shook her head and said, “No, I want to see my brother win before we leave.”
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Hearing this, Lilo was anxious and said with a pale face, “Young Miss, we’ve watched the
match, so what else do you want? Philip Clarke has no chance of winning at all. The gap
between them is too big. When I was in the lord’s office, I once peeked at Stanley Berry’s
information. That guy is very strong! Young Miss, let’s go. It’s been an hour since we came out.
If the lord finds out, we’ll be punished!”

Lilo was very anxious, but Hannah was motionless. She stared intently at the two contestants
below.

At this moment, the entire stage was in ruins. Philip and Stanley simply fought on the ground.
They were also forced to cancel the restriction of falling outside the periphery. The current rule
was that the contestant who could not stand in the end would lose. In other words, both parties
could not retreat at all and must fight with all their strength.

Philip stood up with many wounds all over his body. After he resisted the blow from the green
fox’s tail just now, his palms were full of wounds formed by the energy storm. The skin on his
arms was cracked and bleeding.



Philip shook his arms, raised his hand, and wiped the blood that spilled from the corner of his
mouth. With dazzling fighting intent in his eyes, he stared at Stanley and asked, “Is it the vessel
for your source of kingship power?”

Stanley chuckled lightly and said, “That’s right.”

Philip nodded and took two steps forward. Then, he raised his hand and made a grabbing
motion. Suddenly, a red dragon halberd appeared in Philip’s hand!

Seeing this, Stanley frowned and said, “Why do you have Fennel’s red dragon halberd?”

Philip sneered without comment. He stomped on the floor and swept out with the red dragon
halberd.

Swish!

Suddenly, the arena was swept by a dazzling red wave of fire.

Stanley jumped onto the green fox’s back. The fox kicked the ground on all fours and jumped
into the air, bringing a gust of wind that made everyone’s cheeks hurt. After that, Stanley rode
on the fox in the air and swooped down!

The green fox roared as it pranced in the air before swiping its green dazzling claws at Philip.

An ordinary person would definitely be reduced to mincemeat. However, Philip raised his
eyebrows and looked up. He swung the red dragon halberd in his hand, stabbed at the sky, and
roared, “Dragon Chimera!”

Roar!

In an instant, a scorching wave of fire burst from the halberd and formed a dragon chimera with
a chimera head and dragon scales. With a roar, it opened its wide jaws and pounced on the
green fox!

Seeing this, the green fox quickly stepped back. However, the dragon chimera soared into the
air and gave chase in a wave of fire!

Rumble!

The dragon chimera collided with the green fox, and a dazzling energy storm exploded. This
energy storm instantly engulfed the entire venue. Everyone felt the powerful energy storm and
pressure that swept over them.



The eight huge boulders also flickered constantly. Even the satellite in space quickly locked onto
the venue and churned rapid data reports.

In an instant, the energy storm formed a vortex. The surrounding gravel and some sponsors’
brands were impacted and shattered into pieces!
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On the high stands, Ernest: and the others were shocked at this sight.

The battle between these two was too exaggerated. Sure enough, Philip Clarke was not that
simple.

A trace of fear welled up in Ernest’s heart. He had no choice now. Since he had gone against
Philip, he must bear all possible consequences.

“Wow! This is too strong! What an incredible battle!”

“This has to be the strongest battle ever! Stanley Berry has met his match!”

“Unbelievable!”

Hearing the crowd’s exclamations, Hannah also grinned and said, “Lilo, see, l knew my brother
wouldn’t lose!”

Lilo looked at Philip fighting with Stanley below and muttered, “The lord’s information clearly
states that Stanley is very powerful. Could Philip Clarke be more powerful than Stanley Berry?”

At this moment, the fight had reached a fever pitch. Philip and Stanley displayed their fields of
kingship one after another.

A green fox sword of kingship and a platinum sword of kingship dazzled in the sky!

As for Philip’s platinum sword of kingship, the five-colored gems had turned crimson at this
moment.

On stage, Philip was like a furious beast surging with monstrous fighting intent and red
airwaves. Like a battle maniac, he fought relentlessly with Stanley!

Boom! An explosion!



The green fox flew out and disintegrated in mid-air. Philip also flew out, and the red dragon
halberd in his hand shattered. After all, it was a red dragon halberd formed with the power of the
rules. Compared to Fennel’s, it was a little less agile.

Boom!

The two figures fell to the ground almost at the same time and smashed two deep pits.

The whole place was silent. At this moment, everyone held their breath. Countless pairs of eyes
stared at the two who fell to the ground.

Was the outcome decided?

Everyone was nervous and excited. After a while, Stanley moved his fingers and slowly stood
up.

The crowd went crazy!

“Stanley Berry!”

“Yes! Stanley Berry!”

Cheers echoed throughout the venue.

Stanley stood up amid the cheers. At this moment, his body was full of wounds and his arms
were scorched black. His mouth was spotted with bloodstains. He glanced at Philip who was
lying on the ground with no signs of getting up and said with a sneer, “I still won in the end.”

On the high stands, Hannah stood up nervously. She rushed to the edge of the high stands and
shouted to Philip who was covered in blood. His limbs were about to collapse, and his face was
bruised. “Brother! Stand up! I want you to win!”

Amid the shouts and cheers, this remark seemed so insignificant. No one paid attention to
Hannah’s shouts because her voice was drowned out by the cheers.

Hannah was anxious. She turned her head and saw a loudspeaker placed on the ground next to
her.

She picked up the loudspeaker and yelled into it, “Brother! Stand up! You can win! I want you to
win!”

Her voice came through the loudspeakers placed in the eight corners of the venue!



It resonated throughout the audience. All shouts went quiet at this moment. Hannah’s words
echoed throughout the venue!

“Brother, I want you to win!”

Lying on the ground, Philip’s fingers twitched. He vaguely heard Hannah’s voice. Then, under
everyone’s incredulous gazes, Philip opened his eyes, supported his swaying body with
difficulty, and slowly stood up from the ground.
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Everyone stared at this scene in disbelief.

Philip, who was so seriously injured, was actually slowly standing up. The skin all over his body
was cracked, and his arms drooped listlessly while blood dripped. This was the most miserable
state he had ever been in since he started fighting.

Stanley was too strong, and both parties had also displayed their strongest power as a king. If
not for the special boulders that absorbed energy and the power of rules, this place would have
been turned into ruins long ago.

Stanley looked at Philip as he staggered up. He shook his head helplessly and said with a sigh,
“Why did you stand up? Do you know that you’ll die if you stand up?”

Philip chuckled, his voice a little hoarse. He turned back and looked in the direction of that
voice. On the high stands, that gorgeous figure waved at Philip with tears in her eyes.

Philip grinned broadly. He stretched out his trembling arm and made a thumbs-up gesture at
Hannah.

At that moment, only his bloodstained thumb was left in everyone’s vision under the sun.

Philip turned around, and his battered aura was suddenly enveloped by an endless fighting
spirit.

Puff!

Suddenly, vast energy pressure burst from his body. Surging red and blue energy appeared
bizarrely on Philip, forming an amazing balance! At the same time, the metal substances
scattered around the area suddenly floated into the air, attracted by Philip. They formed a layer
of hard shiny armor on his body. Three attributes endlessly released the power of rules at this
moment.



“Gosh, he actually possesses the power of three attributes!”

“Unbelievable! The power of attributes absolutely surpasses the power displayed by Ethan
Clarke just now!”

Many spectators exclaimed in amazement. Philip’s performance was too eye-catching.

On the high stands, Ernest, Leon, and the others were attracted by Philip’s shocking changes
on the competition stage.

“Level 5S attributes!” Ernest muttered under his breath in shock.

It was actually the 5S attributes. No more than five people in this world possessed such a
powerful attribute force.

Ernest was a little scared, and he became solemn. If Stanley lost under such circumstances,
what should Ernest do?

On the other hand, when Ethan heard Hannah’s voice, he jumped up and looked around.
However, there were no signs of anyone where Hannah stood. Ethan saw two women leaving
the high stands under the escort of several bodyguards. He wanted to chase after them, but an
earth-shattering battle suddenly broke out on stage!

Philip’s fighting spirit was like a vast ocean, and his whole body was filled with red and blue
energy. Every punch and kick of his was enough to destroy the world as he beat Stanley all over
the place!

Biff, bang, thud!

Stanley suffered several punches and was sent flying away. He rolled dozens of meters on the
ground before he could stop himself. However, when he stood up, he felt a gust of wind in front
of him. A horizontal kick hit him in the stomach!

Stanley stood up after much difficulty but was sent flying again. He crashed into a two-meter tall
wall that separated the stage from the stands!
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The wall immediately cracked like a spider web. Stanley was stuck in the wall with his head
drooping. Blood dripped from the corner of his mouth.

Philip landed on the ground, his eyes full of fighting intent as he stared at Stanley who was
kicked into the wall.



“You’re dead!” A beast-like roar suddenly came from Stanley!

Suddenly, green energy burst from Stanley’s body. The green energy soared into the sky and
formed a green beam of light with the green fox’s sword of kingship in the sky. Under this beam
of light, Stanley’s body also underwent a transformation that made the audience gasp.

Crack!

Stanley pulled himself out of the wall, which crumbled behind him. He stepped out and landed
on the ground. The place where he stood was also shattered by the violent green energy on his
body.

Boom!

Suddenly, Stanley charged toward Philip in a green streak of light. A green energy storm that
formed behind him sent rubble flying.

Bang!

Philip reacted quickly and threw a punch that collided with Stanley’s punch!

Boom!

Terrifying energy fluctuations exploded from the two fists. The void shattered. A raging energy
storm swept over the audience.

“You’re the first person to piss me off and also the first to make me go all out!” Stanley sneered
and kept launching deadly attacks at Philip!

Philip defended passively as he fought Stanley.

The two suddenly appeared in the east, and the entire stone wall crumbled under Stanley’s
punch. They suddenly appeared in the north, and an explosive flame engulfed everything. They
appeared in the sky, and thunderbolts struck down one after another, smashing everything on
the ground into pieces!

Everyone was dumbfounded! This was the ultimate battle!

Outside the venue, Hannah and Lilo had already gotten into the car.

Lilo said anxiously, “Young Miss, why did you do that? You’ve exposed yourself! If the lord finds
out, we’ll be in trouble!”

With eyes full of worry, Hannah said, “Lilo, I want to go in again. I want to see my brother.”



Lilo immediately shook her head and refused. “No way! You absolutely can’t do that! Drive the
car away quickly!”

In the end, Hannah leaned against the car window helplessly as she looked at the venue that
was getting farther away with tears in her eyes.

***

Back to the entrance of the competition venue where two people stood at the moment. One was
shrouded in a black robe. He was very tall, and his appearance was vague where only two red
dots inside the robe could be seen.

A handsome young man stood next to this man in a black robe. With his hands in his trouser
pockets, he looked at the entrance of the venue arrogantly and asked, “Why did you bring me
here?”

This young man was none other than Liam Johnston. Under the black robe, a mechanical male
voice said, “I want you to do something for me.”

Liam frowned and immediately refused, “I don’t dare. Philip is here. If he finds out that I’m here,
he’ll kill me!”

The man in a black robe stretched out his mechanical arm and pointed between Liam’s
eyebrows. In an instant, a red light flashed in Liam’s eyes. His expression became extremely
gloomy as a sneer appeared in his mouth.
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Soon, Liam and the black-robed man went in through the entrance and entered the venue. In an
instant, they were suppressed by the raging energy storm in the venue. A soaring surge of
energy almost knocked Liam out. Fortunately, the man in a black robe stretched out his hand
and pressed it on Liam’s back to steady him.

They looked up and saw one red-blue figure and one green figure fighting intensely on the
competition stage.

The thumping punches and shattering sounds echoed throughout the audience, which made
their blood boil and their hearts thump.

The entire competition area had been reduced to ruins. Both parties showed amazing talent and
strength in this fight.



Boom!

A red chimera with wind under its feet and blue wings on its back roared as it swooped toward
Stanley, who was protected by the green fox.

Boom!

In an instant, a scorching airwave collided with the green airwave released by the green fox.
Terrifying energy fluctuations and the power of rules exploded!

Scorching flames engulfed half of the competition arena. The green energy beam spewed by
the green fox also dazzled brilliantly.

The entire competition arena was engulfed by the red flames and green energy beams.
Terrifying energy fluctuations spread all over!

At this moment, everyone felt as if they were in a small boat on the ocean that was shaking
constantly. They were experiencing the most turbulent waves on the sea.

In the air, Philip rode on the fire chimera with blue wings and wind under its feet. He slashed
vertically at Stanley with a red-gold long sword that appeared in his hand. Stanley was not to be
outdone. Riding on the green fox, he blasted at Philip’s attack with the two green energy
vortexes that he formed in his hands.

Rumble!

When the red-gold sword collided with the green energy vortex, a devastating energy storm
erupted. The entire sky was engulfed by the terrifying power of energy rules.

The void shattered!

This energy storm swept over the audience in an instant. Everyone felt the terrifying energy
fluctuations at this moment.

The eight huge boulders glowed radiantly, growing brighter and brighter with a vague danger of
bursting. In the sky, the satellites in outer space closely monitored the battle data here. At this
moment, the energy value was transmitted back to the Nonagon’s Energy Monitoring
Laboratory. The value kept increasing and reached the red zone!

“It’s still increasing! This is very dangerous! We must contact the venue immediately and
evacuate all the audience! Quick!” A middle-aged man stared at the value on the huge
electronic screen at the moment, his forehead covered in a cold sweat!



In an instant, the venue received a notification. All the special patrol guards immediately entered
the arena and began to evacuate the audience.

“Quick! Let’s go!”

“Get out of here! It’s dangerous!”

For a while, the entire venue was in chaos as everyone ran!

On the high stands, Ernest and Leon looked at each other and reacted quickly!

Ernest shouted angrily, “Tell everyone to enter the town immediately! Capture all the Southern
supernatural disciples in one fell swoop!”

Leon also yelled, “Quick! Inform everyone lying in ambush in town to be on alert! Also, contact
Supreme Williams at once!”
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A storm was brewing in the air. In an instant, the venue underwent a drastic change.

Bang, boom!

Several explosions! The eight boulders exploded all at once. The venue had lost its final
resistance!

Boom!

At that moment, the energy storm created by Philip and Stanley engulfed the arena.

Rumble!

The venue collapsed into ruins under the huge energy storm. Many people were unable to
escape. However, most of them did. The place was in total chaos!

Teams of special guards on duty arrived in armored vehicles and evacuated the crowd urgently.
More than a dozen figures in black robes with triangular geometric patterns imprinted on their
backs also appeared at the scene.

They immediately surrounded the entire venue, crossed their hands over their chests, made
some strange movements, and raised their hands to the sky. In an instant, a huge green barrier
shrouded the entire venue. The raging energy storm was trapped inside the barrier.



Many people who ran out looked back at this moment and saw the two contenders inside the
green barrier still locked in a fierce battle. Many people exclaimed in shock. Such a battle was
something they did not expect.

Several people in green combat uniforms and helmets got off the speeding armored vehicle at
this moment.

“How’s the situation?” a middle-aged man with an angular face asked seriously.

“Chief Cross, all personnel have been evacuated, and some people trapped in the rubble are
being rescued!” A chief of guards at the scene immediately reported.

Chief Cross looked at the two figures who were still locked in a fierce battle and that green
barrier. He said coldly, “Where are the Nonagon’s people? Why aren’t they here yet?”

After saying that, four or five men and women dressed in the Nonagon’s enforcer uniform
walked over from the back. They looked at Chief Cross solemnly. The leader was a woman with
a hot and sexy figure. She was dressed in a blue-gray robe, which still could not hide her
curves.

“Chief Cross, we’re late.” Her voice was cold and aloof.

Chief Cross glanced at the woman and said with a frown, “How do we solve this now?”

The woman replied, “Let the Nonagon handle the rest. You can just work with us.”

Hearing this, Jason Cross felt a little upset. After all, he was the chief of Homeland Security in
Beechwood City, and he was responsible for all security matters in the neighborhood. For him to
be at the beck and call of this bunch of people However, due to the current events, Jason Cross
had no choice but to say coldly, “Fine, but I have to warn you if any major accident happens, the
Nonagon has to take responsibility!”

***

On this side, after Ernest left the competition venue, he took a car to a nearby hotel a mile away.

At the hotel entrance, a dozen people were gathered. When they saw Ernest getting out of the
car, they immediately bowed respectfully and greeted, “Villa Master Turner!”

Ernest walked over quickly and ordered without delay, “Is everything ready?”

Those people replied in unison, “Everything is ready and awaiting your order!”

“Good!”



Ernest nodded and said coldly, “Today, I’ll count on you to destroy the Southern supernatural
disciple families in one fell swoop! If our plan is successful, everyone’s contributions will result in
great rewards in the future!”
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“We await orders from Villa Master Turner!” In an instant, shouts filled the hotel entrance!

After a while, teams of fully armed bodyguards in black suits appeared. They were all wearing
special protective clothing with guns strapped to their waists. They swarmed out from around
the hotel and stood in front of Ernest and the others. Moreover, dozens of elite disciples
carefully selected from Terrain Villa also poured out and stood in front of these bodyguards.

“Villa Master!” Shouts resounded throughout the hotel!

With the arrogance of a great commander, Ernest waved his hand and roared, “All warriors will
fight to the death for the Northern supernatural disciple world! Today, anyone who sacrifices
their blood or life will forever have their names engraved on the Merit Monument of Terrain Villa!
Do you feel afraid or wish to back down?!”

“Fight! Fight! Fight!”

“Fight for the North!”

Battle cries resounded throughout the area!

With a face full of pride, Ernest spread his arms wide and shouted, “Let’s go!”

In an instant, hundreds of bodyguards led by dozens of elite disciples charged over in the
direction of the competition venue!

Looking at these departing figures, Ernest stood at the hotel entrance and asked, “Can we win?”

The attendant behind him immediately flattered, “Of course, Villa Master Turner! We’re so well
prepared, unlike Leon Jefferson. This time, the fame of Terrain Villa will spread far and wide!
When the time comes, you’ll be the leader of all supernatural disciples in the country! You can
even rule the world!”

“Hahaha!” Hearing this, Ernest laughed, full of pride and ambition!

***



On Leon’s side, he led Fennel, Ethan, and the others back to the tavern that had been arranged
in advance. More than a dozen people had gathered there, some of whom were the heads of
the Southern disciple families.

“Report!” A shout came from the door!

A guard rushed in at this moment and shouted breathlessly, “Villa Master Jefferson, things are
bad. Hundreds of people are gathered at Terrain Villa and they’re now coming at us!”

Hearing this, Leon frowned. He raised his eyebrows, looked at the surrounding patriarchs of the
families, and asked, “How many people do we have?”

A patriarch replied, “We have less than a hundred people. We came here in a hurry this time.
Moreover, if we brought people from Cherry Villa, we were bound to attract the attention of
Terrain Villa, so our people came in batches through the night.”

Hearing this, Leon’s face darkened as he said, “Less than a hundred…”

There was a huge disparity in strength and numbers. There was no chance of winning at all.

Boom!

A patriarch slammed his fist on the table and said solemnly, “That damn Ernest Turner actually
played us out at this time! He’s trying to instigate a war between the North and the South!”

Another patriarch also shouted angrily, “This is such a vicious plan of Terrain Villa!”

“Villa Master Jefferson, what should we do? Ernest Turner has gathered so many people to get
rid of us in one fell swoop!”
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Leon was nervous and anxious at the moment. He said, “Assemble everyone first. Remember,
don’t fight them and just try to get away.”

“Get away? Where to? I think we should just fight them head-on!” A tall patriarch shouted at this
moment.

“Yes, Patriarch Hunter is right! The Southern disciple families have never been afraid of any
threats. Let’s fight them!”

“Yes, fight them! Worse comes to worst, we’ll die. It’s better than being a coward.”



For a while, the heads of the families were full of fighting intent.

Seeing this, Leon said, “We can’t fight recklessly. We’ll fall right into Ernest’s plan. If we lose, it
means the fall of the entire Southern supernatural disciple world! Let’s retreat and wait for the
Young Patriarch to return!”

After Leon said that, the atmosphere in the entire hall was a little somber. Obviously, many
people were still indignant.

At this time, someone said, “Can Young Patriarch Clarke return? His fight with Stanley Berry…”

Hearing that, everyone looked in the direction of the competition venue where two figures still
fought relentlessly in the sky.

Fennel stood up at this moment and said, “Everyone, if you don’t mind, I can help you.”

Ethan and Rick, as well as 17 and other Shadow Guards also said, “And us.”

Hearing that, Leon said gratefully, “Thank you, Mr. Leigh and Second Young Master Clarke, but
this matter is a dispute between the disciples of the North and the South. If you get involved, it’ll
surely anger some people.”

“It doesn’t matter. I just hate the sight of those people from Terrain Villa,” Ethan said with a
shrug.

In that case, Leon no longer refused and said, “Very well then. We have already seen the
combat power of Mr. Leigh and Second Young Master Clarke, but Ernest won’t be unprepared.
He must have a method or the manpower necessary to handle all of you. So I hope that Mr.
Leigh and the rest can help us leave Beechwood City instead of fighting. As long as we leave
Beechwood City, Ernest can’t do anything to us!”

Hearing that, Fennel nodded and said, “Okay!”

This was actually an escort mission!

Soon, Leon and the others assembled everyone. After making some arrangements, these
people headed out. From this moment on, the whole town became extremely tense.

Small fights broke out everywhere.

Glints from weapons and blazing fire soared to the sky. The people of Terrain Villa had officially
declared war upon Leon and his people. Such battles could be seen everywhere.



Fierce battles even broke out in certain areas. For instance, Fennel and Ethan had already
bumped into many elite disciples. Five disciples from the fifth zone surrounded Ethan and others
at this moment.

“Hey, it seems that I’m in luck today. It’s interesting to bump into five disciples from the fifth
zone.”

Ethan still looked nonchalant.

The guy in the lead from the other party held two scimitars and said coldly, “Hand over the few
people behind you and you can live! Otherwise, I’ll turn you into corpses!”

Ethan chuckled and said, “Cut the crap and fight if you want to. Do you think that I’m afraid of
you?”

Swish!

In an instant, Ethan rushed out, clenched his fists, and punched the five people!

“You seek death!”

The guy in the lead sneered and said, “Everyone charge over and end this quickly!”

Fennel, Rick, and the others faced a similar situation. Many battles broke out at once.

***

Back to the competition stage, the fight between Philip and Stanley continued relentlessly.

Boom!

The two broke apart after one blow. Their bodies were already seriously injured and covered in
blood.

“Hahaha! Very good, you’re very strong! You actually have five sources of kingship!”

Stanley said coldly, “I have no choice but to accept this gift!”
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Philip wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and said indifferently, “You’re not too bad
yourself. I never expected the Berry family to produce a powerful person like you.”



Stanley smiled and said, “The objective of the Berry family isn’t just this. We’ve chosen a path
that no one has ever stepped foot on before. As long as we succeed, the whole world will
surrender under the feet of the Berry family, including your Clarke family!”

Hearing this, Philip frowned and said with a sneer, “Really? Then I really look forward to it.”

Boom!

With that said, Philip charged out, his body close to the ground. A longsword formed by
compressed air appeared in his hand and aimed at Stanley’s chest!

Stanley frowned and stepped back. At the same time, he put his hands together in front of his
chest and shouted angrily, “Combined attack!”

Boom!

Suddenly, a huge green fox phantom appeared behind Stanley, which sat cross-legged on the
floor. Its two sharp front claws were clasped together, colliding with Philip’s attack in the air as if
it wanted to crush Philip under its claws!

Philip frowned as he felt the two sharp claws of the green fox coming from his sides. He quickly
counterattacked. A burst of wind attribute came from under his feet, and his speed increased
suddenly!

Bang!

The green fox’s two sharp claws slammed together, and a burst of energy pressure exploded.
Stanley thought that the attack had succeeded and sneered. However, he suddenly found that
the sharp claws of the green fox that were clasped together were slowly being forced apart.

At this moment, Philip’s body dazzled with red and blue energy storms. His arms slowly spread
open from a bent state. He suddenly freed himself from the two sharp claws of the green fox.
Then, two red-blue energy light balls formed in Philip’s palms, which suddenly exploded on the
green fox’s claws.

Boom!

The two huge claws of the green fox were blown apart, and a lot of energy spread.

Roar!

The green fox’s miserable scream resounded in the sky. Stanley quickly stepped back, raised
his arm, and blocked Philip’s wind blade in front of him.



Boom!

This wind blade slashed Stanley’s arm and knocked him back several meters. Stanley’s face
went dark. He did not expect to meet such a difficult opponent. No wonder his father always told
him that Philip was not so easy to deal with.

A few beats later, Stanley attacked again. His movements were more violent, and every blow
could destroy the world.

The two fought all over the place with no intention of stopping at all. In such a battle, one
moment of negligence would mean death!

The entire venue had already been reduced to ruins due to the battle between the two of them.

More than a dozen people in black robes from the Nonagon struggled to keep the green barrier
up to prevent the energy storm from the battle between the two from leaking to the outside world
and causing devastating results.

Boom!

Suddenly, in everyone’s raised eyes, a terrifying energy storm formed in the air. Two figures fell
from the sky, crashed into the ground, and formed two large pits.

Was the fight over?

The thought flashed in the minds of many onlookers who remained here.

In the middle of the battlefield, Stanley and Philip slowly stood up from the ground at almost the
same time, the injuries on them horrifying.

Stanley’s arm was almost crushed. Philip was no better. Half of his face was covered in blood,
and his right arm was almost crushed.

The punches they threw just now had taken all their strength!

Huff, huff!

The two gasped for breath and tried to recover.
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With a sneer, Stanley stretched out his hand, took out a syringe of reagent from his pocket, and
said with a sinister smile, “I have to admit that you’re very strong, but you have to die today!”



With that said, Stanley jabbed the needle in his arm. In an instant, a huge energy vortex rose
from Stanley’s feet. A huge green energy beam surged from Stanley and formed a connection
with the green sword of kingship in the sky.

Boom!

Tremendous energy force poured into Stanley’s body. At that moment, his eyes turned green
and the skin on his body was also covered by green lines.

He was about to go berserk!

The huge green energy beam seemed to burst through the sky. It gave off a strong sense of
crisis.

“Hahaha!” Stanley sneered, and his right foot moved slightly.

Boom!

The ground shattered, and a figure covered in green energy rushed at Philip at a speed ten
times faster than lightning.

Philip frowned, and before he could raise his hand to defend, a punch filled with monstrous
green energy smashed into his face.

Boom!

This punch sent Philip flying out. His body drew an arc in the sky before he fell heavily to the
ground. However, before he fell to the ground, the green figure was already waiting for him. With
a sneer, he kicked Philip’s waist!

Boom!

With raging green energy pressure, this kick hit Philip’s waist and sent him flying into the air like
a ball.

Whoosh!

In an instant, the green figure jumped into the air again, raised his leg, and kicked Philip in the
stomach!

Boom!

Philip was kicked to the ground like a flash of lightning!



Boom! A loud sound!

The ground within several hundred meters cracked, and a layer of the earth sank with a bang. In
the huge deep pit right in the middle, a man was covered in bruises and blood!

Stanley’s three critical strikes seemed to determine the outcome. He hovered in the air, and the
turbulent green energy on his body burned fiercely like Super Saiyan.

On the ground, Philip coughed up blood in the deep pit. His eyes narrowed as he stared at the
figure in the sky.

Was he about to lose just like this?

Philip was unwilling to concede. Was the gap between Stanley and him really that big?

At this moment, a sweet and gentle voice like a spring breeze seemed to sound in Philip’s ears.

“Phil, Phil… You have to remember that you mustn’t give up at any time. If I’m not around one
day, you have to learn to be strong and protect your sister. Phil, I’ll always be with you. If you
encounter problems that you can’t solve, remember what I said.”

The final sentence echoed in Philip’s mind.

A remark that his mother once said to him echoed infinitely in his mind at this moment!

Boom!

In an instant, Philip, who had already shown signs of weakening, was now shrouded in a fierce
aura that was never seen before. A five-colored energy beam fell from the platinum sword of
kingship in the sky and blasted on Philip’s body!
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This five-colored energy beam blasted on Philip’s body like heaven’s punishment!

At that moment, Philip seemed to be bathing in the five-colored divine radiance. His whole body
glowed, bursting with dazzling energy pressure and the vast power of rules.

Rumble!



Even the sky seemed to be disturbed by this five-colored energy beam. It formed a huge storm
cloud. Above the platinum sword of kingship, a thick layer of cloud formed in the sky at this
moment, constantly rotating to form a cloud vortex. Endless lightning flashed in the clouds.

A hole seemed to appear in the middle of the storm. A huge force of energy rules suddenly fell
from the sky and slammed into the platinum sword of kingship that shone brightly. The platinum
sword of kingship seemed to be under the pressure of the falling sky. It constantly shook and
buzzed!

The five-colored gems on the sword also glowed with strange luster!

Under the baptism of the platinum sword of kingship, the vast power of energy rules turned into
a five-colored energy beam and bombarded Philip’s body on the ground. In that instant, Philip
floated off the ground. His body was bathed in the five-colored energy beam.

The tremendous power of rules could be felt within a radius of dozens of miles.

Stanley suddenly retreated hundreds of meters, his eyes grave as he stared at Philip in the
center of the five-colored energy storm.

“Damn this guy! How did he find the way to integrate with the sources of kingship at this time?”
Stanley shouted angrily as a stern chill flashed in the corner of his eyes.

Within a radius of dozens of miles, everyone fighting was attracted by the five-colored energy
beam that fell from the sky in the direction of the competition venue.

Ernest was leading a group of people to give chase after Leon and the others who fled
everywhere. At this moment, he stopped, glanced sideways, and was shocked.

“Quick, catch hold of Leon Jefferson and the rest!”

Ernest shouted angrily. He knew time waited for no one. At the same time, he fished out a jade
from his pocket that contained ancient energy. Ernest crushed the jade. The energy immediately
flew into the air and merged with this world. Immediately after, he turned his head, his face full
of viciousness. He stared at Leon and others who were fleeing and roared, “Old Leon, you won’t
get away today! Die!”

Leon led several heads of the Southern disciple families and ran quickly. At this moment, he
was also shocked by the huge power of the energy rules dozens of miles away.

“Young Patriarch Clarke, you must return safely!” Leon had no time to worry about anything else
and could only pray silently. Then, he said to the fleeing family heads, “Everyone, run
separately!”



“Okay!”

Several heads of the disciple families did their best and unleashed their power of rules.

Back to Ethan, Fennel, and Rick. They were fighting against the elite disciples selected by
Terrain Villa.

These disciples were elites among the elites. For a while, Ethan and others could not take them
down. Similarly, these disciples could not defeat them either. These battles had fallen into a
stalemate. However, when the five-colored energy beam fell from the sky, the disintegrating
aura and the power of rules actually affected Ethan and the others at this moment. At that
moment, they felt the vitality and surging energy in their bodies.

It was as if the power in their bodies had become extremely active and excited under the
influence of the five-colored energy beam and the platinum sword of kingship!

Fennel frowned as he was the first to sense this change. He did not have time to think and
merely glanced in Philip’s direction. With a roar, he rushed into the battlefield and launched a
killing spree.
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Similarly, Ethan and the others also felt this change. Their combat power soared rapidly.

At the center of the storm, Philip was completely unaware of the changes in the outside world.
At this moment, he only felt the changes in his body. It was as if a strange force was being born.
That feeling was as if he could destroy the world at the lift of one finger. That kind of
unparalleled power of rules grew from the size of a drop of water in Philip’s body. It became
bigger and bigger!

At this moment, the mark formed by the royal monster on Philip’s arm glowed with a pale golden
luster. Then, a part of the five-colored energy was absorbed by the mark of the royal monster on
Philip’s arm.

In the periphery of this energy storm, a black-robed figure with two red eyes from within the
large robe revealed a black mechanical face.

With a faint chill on the corner of his mouth, he said in a mechanical voice, “So, the cub of the
royal monster family is in him.”

Then, he raised his arm. A very small mechanical flying insect separated from the center of his
palm.



The flying insect immediately flew to the middle of the five-colored energy storm, penetrated the
surging energy beam, and approached Philip. However, just as the flying insect was about to
enter Philip’s skin, the mark of the royal monster suddenly flashed a pale golden brilliance.
Then, a golden thunderbolt struck the flying insect and destroyed it.

Seeing this scene, the man in a black robe was taken aback. He waved his hand and snorted.
“Damn that royal monster! When I return to the other shore, I’ll definitely report this to the
Heavenly King and exterminate your royal monster family!”

After saying that, the five-colored energy beam in the middle of the storm disappeared.

Only a figure hovered in the air with his back to everyone as he looked up at the sky.

Philip’s injuries had recovered, and the essence of the five colors flowed in his eyes. With a
glance, he locked on Stanley who was hundreds of meters away from him.

When Stanley saw Philip’s state at this moment, he was filled with horror. He did not choose to
take action but turned around and ran.

“The fight between us is a draw. We shall meet again!” Stanley uttered this sentence and
wanted to leave here immediately.

However, Philip smiled indifferently and lunged at Stanley. He said, “Young Master Berry, the
fight between us is not over yet! I have a few questions for you too!”

Stanley was shocked and ran away in fear. However, behind him, Philip launched several
flames and water dragons at Stanley. Stanley was forced to dodge, but he also suffered a few
blows on his back. They hurt like hell!

“Damn it, Philip! Don’t go too far!”

Stanley escaped several thousand meters away before he turned around suddenly. With a chill
on his face, the phantom of the green fox appeared behind him. It was ready to fight Philip to
the death.
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Philip looked at the fuming Stanley in front of him and said, “Young Master Berry, do you think I’ll
let you go?”

Hearing that, Stanley frowned, and his aura surged again. He felt that Philip’s aura was
extraordinary, not something he could withstand at all,



The five energies and power of rules were immense and exuberant. His kingship power was at
the peak of the sixth zone!

Stanley frowned. He was only in the mid-realm of the kingship power of the sixth zone. If he
fought against Philip now, he would definitely lose. No one expected that Philip would increase
his realm in such a battle.

“Damn it!”

Roar!

Stanley rushed toward Philip, and the silhouette of the green fox behind him also roared and
swiped Philip angrily.

Philip was indifferent. He raised his right hand, and a dazzling red flame appeared in his palm,
which enlarged infinitely and soon became a huge ball of fire with a diameter of 100 meters!

The entire space was shrouded by the huge fireball in Philip’s hands and filled with endless
waves of scorching heat!

Boom!

Philip suddenly threw the huge fireball at the approaching Stanley.

Seeing this, Stanley was shocked and quickly dodged. However, the huge flame was still
expanding infinitely. It instantly enveloped the entire area and formed a huge flaming fireball.
The surrounding trees and some buildings instantly turned to ashes under this huge flame,
Stanley was also engulfed by this huge fireball!

Rumble!

Stanley endured the flames as he trembled all over and roared!

After everything dissipated, a huge open space within a kilometer radius was scorched black. In
the middle of this huge open space, a smoking scorched figure fell to the ground.

Stanley Berry was defeated! A miserable defeat!

He lay on the ground and looked up at the sky. With a smile, he muttered under his breath,
“Have I lost?”

Thud!

Footsteps approached Stanley.



Philip stood next to Stanley, looked down at him, and asked, “Does my mother’s death have
anything to do with the Berry family?”

Stanley looked at the tall and upright Philip, let out a miserable laugh, and said, “Philip Clarke,
there are some things that you’ll never find out in this lifetime. You…”

Argh!

Before Stanley could finish speaking, he let out a miserable cry. Philip had stepped on his right
arm and broken it!

At that moment, a heart-piercing pain spread throughout Stanley’s body. He roared angrily,
“Damn you, Philip! If you treat me like this, the Berry family will not let you go, and neither will
my father!”

However, Philip still asked indifferently, “For the last time, does my mother’s accident have
anything to do with the Berry family? If you don’t know, you can tell me who’s related to it.”

Stanley gritted his teeth, his face flushed red. No matter what, he was a kingship holder of the
sixth zone. At this moment, he was actually trampled to the ground by someone!

“I don’t know!” Stanley roared.


